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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Chris Luke

Group Publisher

If there is one clear takeaway message from the time spanning from December 2019 until today, it’s that

there isn’t a clear replacement for in-person connections. While we have proven that we’re adept at

adapting when necessary, a Zoom call lacks the nuances and potential insights we can get from in-person

meetings.

This reality becomes clear when you consider the magic that can happen from spontaneous encounters at

a trade show or exhibition. In such an environment, we often have certain needs that we are seeking.

Those needs lead to planned or impromptu discussions that frequently yield solutions—and sometimes in

ways that we couldn’t have predicted ahead of time. They just surface during the course of our

conversations.

READY TO CONNECT

Now that society has begun opening up to a greater degree, it’s �tting that the International Baking

Industry Exposition (IBIE) is this year. IBIE is the pinnacle trade show experience for baking, o�ering more

potential points of discovery—more solutions to your current challenges—than any other event in this

hemisphere. During IBIE, we at Snack Food & Wholesale Bakery are looking forward to:

Cannabis Central Pavilion—our sister publication, Cannabis Products, is behind this brand-new show

feature, which will highlight market opportunities and formulation strategies for bakery products

infused with cannabis and hemp ingredients

BEST in Baking Program—as the sponsor of this show feature, we look forward to shining a light on

industry advances related to sustainability, automation and robotics, plant e�ciency, sanitation,

workforce development, and product innovation

2022 Bakery of the Year Award—during IBIE, we will present our 2022 Bakery of the Year award to

Hostess Brands, honoring the great work that company is going related to sustainability, workforce

development, employee and plant safety, and product innovation

The past few years have challenged our businesses in many ways, and some of those ongoing challenges

undoubtedly still need solutions. IBIE is the perfect destination to �nd answers to your most-pressing

business questions. We hope to see you there. SF&WB
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T oday’s consumers expect

delicious, yet wholesome baked

goods made with simple

ingredients. T ree T op o�ers fruit

ingredients perfect for meeting

those expectations. We o�er an

extensive variety of dried fruit

ingredients that include powders,

pieces, slices and granules, as well

as purées, concentrates, and

frozen strawberries.

Contact us today and let our

R&D experts help you with your

next baking formulation.
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FACING FORMIDABLE

CHALLENGES

Baking companies continue to address the supply

chain, workforce development, and in�ation.

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh, Group Editorial Director

In 2022, the baking industry continues to face formidable

and ongoing challenges related to the supply chain,

workforce development, and an in�ationary economy—

all compounded by complications introduced by the

Russia-Ukraine con�ict and the ongoing coronavirus

pandemic.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Cost input analysis

Addressing workforce challenges

Strategizing for e�ciency

“In a year that ended up being just as—if not more—crazy than the previous one, the American Bakers

Association again was honored to work hand in hand with our members to take on some seemingly

insurmountable challenges with the supply chain, critical worker shortages, and more—all amid the

ongoing pandemic,” says Robb MacKie, president and CEO, American Bakers Association (ABA),

Washington, D.C.

“Many times over the past year, we
have leveraged industry relationships

both in our category and in the
broader food sector that have helped

us succeed and thrive despite all the
challenges we have faced.”

— Robb MacKie, president and CEO, American Bakers

Association (ABA), Washington, D.C.

“I am extremely proud of how we have helped each other through the pandemic, dealing with supply-

chain disruptions, and now navigating cost increases caused by the war in Ukraine,” says MacKie. “One

thing that stands out to me is the importance of relationships to help us through these times. Many times

over the past year, we have leveraged industry relationships both in our category and in the broader food

sector that have helped us succeed and thrive despite all the challenges we have faced.  Now, we must all

work even closer together, so we can continue to be successful in supplying baked goods to all

Americans.”

The food industry supply chain still faces challenges. “Our entire supply chain, from farm to table, is under

enormous stress,” says MacKie. “It is through honest, transparent, and open communications that will help

us get through these tough times.  The relationships between suppliers and bakers are more critical than

ever.”

OUR NEW REALITY 
Supply-chain activities have faced a variety of logistical challenges. “Everything is taking longer—almost

twice as long and sometimes two to four times as expensive,” says Jeremiah Tilghman, COO, Better Butter,

Salt Lake City, and a member of the Board of Directors for the American Society of Baking (ASB),  Kansas

City, KS. “For capital, expect lead times to be double.”

This has led to an increase in rehabilitating equipment that previously might have seen replacement—or

used options to purchase, notes Tilghman. “Materials, you must try to get as much contracted as possible

with cost not as important as availability.”

In the current economic climate, an in�ationary �nancial reality impacts every food business today. “You

expect higher prices and budget accordingly,” says Tilghman. “Work on not only on securing secondary

suppliers as backups, but in many cases look for a third and fourth source.”

We have grown accustomed to these business hurdles. “Most folks understand the situation and are more

tolerant than I would expect,” says Tilghman. “Most folks expect delays, which I have never seen before.”

We are living through particularly unique and challenging times.

Inescapable �nancial realities has increased pressure to raise prices. Tilghman recommends focusing on

the controllables. “Downtime and waste are more costly than ever before,” he says. “Focus on being as

e�cient as possible.”

Nevertheless, many of those across the baking industry have raised prices. Unfortunately, in many cases,

the costs are passed on to customers and end consumers, notes Tilghman. “It is a new world of higher

costs for everyone and everything.”

Scott Houtz, president, Air Management Technologies, Lewisburg, PA, and a member of the ASB Board of

Directors, notes his company has unfortunately had to raise prices for customers, with reduced margins to

minimize the impact. “This is due to a trickledown e�ect, since we have experienced increases of over 50%

from some of our vendors during the past 18 months. It should be noted that several of these vendors are

Fortune 500 companies, so this is widespread throughout various industries. They contribute increases to

various factors relating to the pandemic, economic state, and the energy-intensive manufacturing

operations. In addition, lead times have more than doubled.”

Bruce Campbell, vice president, dough processing technologies, AMF Bakery Systems, Richmond, VA,

and a member of the ASB Board of Directors notes his company has had to implement two small price

increase in the last year to o�set the dramatic increases in raw materials and other purchased components

like electrical controls. “In order to try and prevent additional increases, we are stressing value engineering

where we can reduce the cost of the machines, ensuring only the features the bakers really need are

designed in,” he says.

“You expect higher prices and budget
accordingly. Work on not only on

securing secondary suppliers as
backups, but in many cases look for a

third and fourth source.”

— Jeremiah Tilghman, COO, Better Butter, and member

of the Board of Directors for the American Society of

Baking (ASB)

Supply-chain strategies have faced ongoing troubleshooting for several years. “We have added about 50%

more suppliers than this time last year in order to cope with shortages,” says Campbell. “This is especially

signi�cant in the machined components supply. Besides raw materials being extended, the shops that can

make parts have struggled with labor supply for years before COVID, and now it seems worse.”

Workforce challenges sometimes hinder production e�ciency. “As with many industries, the old veterans

are retiring and not enough skilled machinists are entering the market,” says Campbell. He notes his

company has added three major new machining centers in the factory that use a high degree of

computerized numerical control (CNC) technology to replace skilled machinists with machine operators.

Today’s challenges are leading more bakers down a path toward increased automation. “From our

standpoint, orders for automation equipment are higher than before, as well as anything that can improve

e�ciency for the baker to o�set their raw material costs and labor shortages,” says Campbell.

TOP INITIATIVES

ABA continues to work with the U.S. government to improve the baking industry’s business climate. “As a

part of the broader business community, and with actions that led all the way to the Supreme Court, ABA

educated the federal government on how the baking industry works to ensure a healthy and safe

environment for all employees,” says MacKie. “We advocated for our industry with the White House, O�ce

of Management and Budget, Environmental Protection Agency, USDA, Small Business Administration, and

Congress for critical access to soybean oil—and that �ght’s not done yet.”

Governmental assistance has proven essential to keeping some bakery businesses viable over the past

couple of years. “Seeking relief for our members who struggled through the pandemic, we secured

additional funding for Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans and successfully lobbied for the tax

deductibility of those loans,” says MacKie. “We also assisted individual member companies with speci�c

challenges with the PPP loan process.”

MacKie notes ABA has worked to help control cost inputs related to labeling regulations. “We secured

regulatory �exibility and enforcement discretion for labeling change deadlines,” he says. “This allowed

bakers to shift their supply chains as conditions merited without running afoul of rigid labeling regimes.”

Other initiatives relate to strategic communication between ABA members. “Talking about complicated

issues with customers, suppliers, the media, and consumers can be tough,” says MacKie. “That’s why we

created members-only, easy-to-use messaging toolkits for tricky topics such as supply-chain challenges

and soybean oil supply concerns.”

“In order to try and prevent additional
increases, we are stressing value

engineering where we can reduce the
cost of the machines, ensuring only

the features the bakers really need are
designed in.”

— Bruce Campbell, vice president, dough processing

technologies, AMF Bakery Systems

WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS

The past few years have dictated a shift toward more virtual o�erings to support the industry. “ABA’s events

team built a successful virtual meetings program to ensure the baking industry stayed connected when

they could not do so in-person,” says MacKie. These virtual opportunities included the NextGenBaker

Leadership Series, specialty webinars, professionals groups, and the 2021 ABA Convention.

MacKie notes ABA has also expanded its online course o�erings with the Bakers Manufacturing Academy

to include Baking Basics 101 in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. “Now students can take courses on

variety hearth breads, tortillas, hamburger and hotdog buns, and sheeting and laminating,” he says. ABA

just launched the Bakers Manufacturing Academy advanced course in Bread Manufacturing in Spanish and

English. “It’s focused on bakery’s most common product, white pan bread, and we’re excited for the

industry to take advantage of this training,” he says.

“While BakingWorks continued to promote industry careers to potential employees, we amped up our

workforce recruitment resources, including an exclusive Salary and Bene�ts Survey, a baking industry

careers video, virtual informational session, veterans’ webinar, and career pathways template,” says

MacKie. “We also launched ABA’s Diversity Equity and Inclusion Working Group in association with the

NextGenBaker Program and recently published a members-only look at diversity, equity, and inclusion

issues in the baking industry. Our Recruitment Trends & Best Practices study unveiled new insights to help

our members assess challenges and best practices for workforce recruitment and retention.”

For 2022, the business climate is shifting back to in-person events—including for key events like the ABA

Convention, which took place in Palm Springs, CA in March, and the BEMA Convention in San Diego in

June.

“Now that we’re starting to shift back to in-person, we’re delighted to have seen so many in the baking

industry at our convention in March 2022 in Palm Springs,” says MacKie. The 2023 ABA Convention will

take place in March 2023 in Amelia Island, FL.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

This year will also present the biggest show in baking, the International Baking Industry Exposition (IBIE),

taking place September 17 to 21 in Las Vegas. “I don’t recall a more important IBIE in my 25-plus years

working for the baking industry,” says MacKie. “IBIE will be where the industry strategizes, �nds solutions,

and conducts business to make us even stronger.”

The 2022 election cycle will also factor into future strategies. “We need to let our elected leaders know

we are here with one, united, strong voice for the industry,” says MacKie. “We understand and appreciate

strong, focused, and competent leadership. This November, we have the opportunity to let our voice be

heard in selecting those leaders. I implore our industry to be informed and engaged voters, and ABA has

plenty of tools to help do that. It also will be vital to hold our leaders accountable for the commitments

they make.” SF&WB
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NEW
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THE BOTTOM LINE

The category is up in sales from 2021

Trends like keto are on the rise

Consumers still crave indulgent bar �avors

DON’T CALL IT A COMEBACK

The nutrition/snack bars category rose in sales as consumers start to

return to “on-the-go” lifestyles.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

During the COVID-19 pandemic, consumers have

been staying home more often, and searching for

familiar snacks. Cookies �ll that void, and brands have

taken note of what is trending.

BARS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
According to IRI (Chicago) data from the past 52 weeks, which ended on March 30, 2022, the “snack

bars/granola bars” category was up 17%, with total sales of $9.629 billion.

The “nutritional/intrinsic health value bars” category accounted for $3.4 billion of that share, with 16.2% in

growth. Major category leaders included Clif ($801 million in sales, and up 24.5%); Atkins ($302M in sales,

up 4.3% from last year); and KIND ($296 million in sales, up 13.3%).

In the “breakfast/cereal/snack bars” category, which accounted for $2 billion in sales, the category itself

was up 24.6%. Kellogg brought in $745 million of that total amount, with a 16.2% rise in sales, and KIND

brought in $282 million, with 35.4% rise in sales. Also to note is Quest, which brought in $46 million in sales

but rose an astonishing 263.3%.

Barebells Holiday Crisp Bars Magic Spoon Cereal Bars ALDI Elevation Bars
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The “granola bars” category brought in $1.468 billion in sales, with a modest 8.9% increase from last year,

and was led by Nature Valley, which brought in $616 million in sales and experienced an 8.0% increase.

Quaker was not far behind, with $404 million in sales and a 14.9% increase, with Sunbelt coming in third,

with $110 million in sales and a 2.5% increase.

In the “AO [All Other] Snack/Granola Bars” category, the category brought in $48 million in sales, with a

large 52.3% increase from last year, and the category leader were private label brands, with $13 million in

sales and 102.5% increase. Munk Pack brought in $6.34 million in sales, with a 420.5% increase, and Core

Bar brought in $5.691 million in sales, with a 103.4% increase.

LOOKING BACK

“There are long-term tailwinds in low-sugar and plant-based, and currently keto-friendly products are

driving category growth more than protein, energy, or general nutrition,” says Tobias Glienke, co-founder,

Munk Pack, Greenwich, CT.

“Historically, consumers buying products with these attributes were forced to sacri�ce on taste. Innovation

has now enabled products to have both these strong nutritional attributes and great taste, and consumers

are increasingly buying these products to meet their dietary lifestyles. In addition, products with added

functional bene�ts (e.g., immunity) are experiencing strong growth. From a �avor standpoint, there

continues to be demand for indulgent �avors,” he notes.

Glienke says that at this time two years ago, Munk Pack was adapting to working from home and �guring

out how to overcome the challenges the pandemic brought to the industry.

“We’re now a fully remote team, which has also more than doubled in size, so we’re really proud of the

growth and culture that has been able to thrive in this setting. Though retail expansion in the industry was

initially put on hold for a portion of 2020, since then we’ve been thrilled to gain national distribution in

Walmart and Sprouts while also more recently bringing our keto-friendly, low-sugar bars to Kroger and

Meijer shoppers throughout the country,” he shares.

“In tandem with those e�orts we’ve put more support into our e-commerce business, which has seen 380%

Year over Year growth from just our DTC channel from 2020– 2021,” Glienke �nishes.

Linda Zink, chief marketing o�cer, Simply Good Foods Company (comprised of Atkins and Quest

nutritional brands), Denver, says that more consumers are learning about the health and wellness bene�ts

of limiting carbs and sugar.

“With this education, we’re continuing to focus on awareness of the Atkins lifestyle and our variety of

products, including our on-the-go bars and shakes, as well as indulgent options that �t into our

consumers’ lifestyle and support their nutritional or health goals,” she says.

Courtesy of Clif Bar & Company

Zink notes that the past two years have caused many people to re�ect and decide to make positive

changes to improve their health.

“As a result, in October 2021, we launched #AtkinsSmallWins, a �ve-week campaign that celebrates small

wins—the simple steps or attainable goals that can help people improve overall health and wellness,” she

adds.

“[Although] during the peak of stay-at-home we saw the bar category decline, we’ve found that as people

return to their normal routines, they are looking for better nutrition on-the-go, including in the form of

bars, and the category has rebounded and returned to growth.”

In March 2022, CLIF Bar & Co., Emeryville, CA, released its new Thins snack bars nationwide, allowing

consumers to enjoy their favorite CLIF �avors during those “everyday snacking” moments.

“Our research shows that the return of o�ce commutes and travel is on the rise. In fact, 75% of Americans

plan to travel in 2022, and half of those admit they snack more when on the move. Meanwhile, 43% of

employed Americans are working in hybrid environments and need snacks that can adapt to their

changing work settings,” says Liz Watson, CLIF brand manager. “CLIF Thins are lightweight and easily

stored in purses, carry-ons, and desks, [consumers can] always have a quick and easy pick-me-up in [their]

hectic schedules.”

“We’ve found that as people return
to their normal routines, they are
looking for better nutrition on-the-
go, including in the form of bars,
and the category has rebounded
and returned to growth.”

— Linda Zink, chief marketing o�cer, Simply Good

Foods Company (Atkins and Quest nutritional brands)

LOOKING FORWARD 

Nellson, LLC recently released a new infographic titled “Consumers are raising the bar.” This new resource

examines the nutrition and snack bar category highlighting key market data, consumer trends, and how

function and format can drive sales.

In addition, Mintel recently reported that 40% of US adults who anticipated eating more bars in 2021 cited

new health goals.

“Prior to the pandemic, the nutrition bar market was thriving as consumers desired for bars that provided

functional health and wellness bene�ts,” says Bart Child, chief commercial o�cer, Nellson.

“Today, more and more consumers are looking for foods to support their wellness journey, helping

expedite the emerging trend of products formulated to deliver functionally speci�c health bene�ts. This

creates an opportunity for bar brands to build a bar that promotes well-being. For some consumers that

might mean treating oneself to a bar formulated to deliver an indulgent eating experience or a bar

formulated with a blend of ingredients designed to relieve stress or provide a mental boost,” he �nishes.

Zink says that with the low-carb lifestyle section in retail, we will see consumer needs continue to evolve,

as consumers become increasingly aware of carbs and sugar, and want to make smarter choices.

Courtesy of Atkins

“To meet the consumers nesed for variety, Atkins launched several new bars including new Protein Meal

Bars: Vanilla Caramel Pretzel and Chocolate Almond Butter. These new �avors give our consumers even

more options with 2g of sugar and 4g net carbs. Atkins also introduced the new Endulge Dulce de Leche

Dessert Bar that delivers a dessert experience with 1g of sugar and 3g net carbs,” she shares.

Zink added that as consumers continue to seek out delicious �avors of bars that aren’t full of sugar, Atkins

recently launched its Strawberry Shortcake Meal Bars and Endulge Chocolate Chip Cheesecake Dessert

Bars.

“The Strawberry Shortcake Meal Bar is a crispy and creamy bar with an indulgent fruit �avor that delivers

15g of protein and 3g net carbs. For an indulgent treat, the Atkins Endulge Chocolate Chip Cheesecake

Dessert Bar combines a rich and creamy burst of �avor with a subtle, delicious crispiness with 2g net

carbs. And Atkins has a lot of amazing new products in development, so stay tuned,” Zink �nishes.

Glienke says that Munk Pack added two new �avors to its Keto Granola Bar line in April 2022: Dark

Chocolate Cocoa and Peanut Butter Cocoa Chip.

“The perfect snack for the growing consumer base looking for guilt-free indulgence, these bars are

contain just 1 gram of sugar, 2 grams of net carbs, and 4-5 grams of protein. They’re also plant-based,

grain-free, and contain no added sugar or sugar alcohols,” he notes.

Glienke adds that innovation is core to the Munk Pack brand, so the brand is constantly strategizing on

what it can do next to surprise and delight its consumers.

“We have a few exciting projects in the pipeline that are inspired by other high performing categories and

formats, while still allowing us to build upon our growing success in the bar space,” he says. SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Better-for-you options still gaining

Elevated sandwich momentum

Advent of the brioche bagel

FINDING AVENUES FOR GROWTH

Sandwich bread and English mu�n segments stabilize while bagels

continue generating strong sales gains.

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh, Group Editorial Director

The fresh bread category—comprising sandwich breads,

bagels, and English mu�ns—currently accounts for over

$14.3 billion in annual retail sales according to IRI, Chicago.

Innovation in better-for-you and elevated options is driving

growth across select segments, with bagels seeing

particularly strong sales over the past year.

BREAD

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
According to IRI, for the 52 weeks ending March 20, 2022, the primary segment of fresh bread, center store

breads, remained �at at $8.5 billion in sales. Of the top 10 companies in the segment, Lewis Bakeries,

which has pioneered the smaller half-loaf product format, saw the most growth, up 15.3% to $250.6 million

in dollar sales.

Bimbo Bakeries Arnold, Brownberry,
and Oroweat Small Slice Breads

Bimbo Bakeries Thomas’ Cinnamon
Bun English Muffins

Flowers Foods Dave’s Killer Bread
Righteous Rye Bread
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Perimeter breads fared slightly better in terms of growth, up 1.1% to $1.4 billion. Crusty/meal bread saw the

most growth within the segment, up 2.1% to $641.8 million. In perimeter sandwich bread, which saw sales

drop slightly by 0.6% to $610.2 million, Grupo Bimbo saw 11.9% growth.

Frozen fresh baked bread products grew 2.1% to $1.0 billion. New York Bakery—a T. Marzetti brand

specializing in frozen garlic bread—leads that segment, growing 7.7% to $279.3 million.

Bagels saw the highest level of growth for the year. According to IRI, center store bagels grew 4.4% to $1.3

billion. Grupo Bimbo maintains signi�cant 65% share of the segment, with growth of 3.6% to $832.0 million

for the year. Flowers Foods also saw its bagels resonating with shoppers, with center store bagel sales up

16.9% for the company, hitting $123.4 million in sales.

Perimeter bagel products saw even greater traction in retail, up 17.6% to $254.9 million. Private label far

and away leads the segment, but George Weston is increasing its share of the segment.

Center store plain English mu�ns dropped o� slightly, down 3.0% to $791.8 million in retail sales, per IRI.

Bright spots included growth from Flowers Foods, up 18.8% to $11.9 million, and H&S Bakery, up 61.6% to

$5.9 million.

Center store health/wellness English mu�ns likewise saw sales drop, down 1.1% to $170.8 million. Flowers

Foods saw the most growth in the segment, up 29.9% to $16.5 million.

Refrigerated English mu�ns saw considerably better traction with shoppers for the year. The segment

grew 10.7% to $93.9 million. Bays—a Grupo Bimbo brand—dominates the segment with 95% dollar share.

The brand saw sales grow 13.0% to $89.2 million for the year.

LOOKING BACK 

Fresh bread means sandwiches, one of the top meal formats across America. At-home sandwich creation

trended forward during the increased at-home dining during the pandemic, and are a staple across most

levels of foodservice.

According to Heather Davis, senior manager of customer insights, Bimbo Bakehouse, Horsham, PA,

sandwiches today present opportunities to showcase new or elevated �avors. “Sandwiches are one of the

most-common menu items, and are found on 73 percent of menus according to Datassential, so operators

tend to blend familiar favorites with innovative �avors. We’ve also seen foodservice businesses tap into

upscale ingredients to help di�erentiate sandwiches on the menu.”

O�ering the right fresh bread carrier for those inspired sandwich presentations can resonate with

consumers. “We’ve seen operators introduce globally inspired sandwiches, like tortas, or Cuban

sandwiches,” says Davis. “In 2021, Datassential reported that Cuban sandwiches saw growth on fast-casual

restaurant menus. Bakehouse’s newly launched Cuban Bread features a crisp crust, soft texture, and

signature score down the middle to achieve the authentic taste foodservice operators expect with the

traditional Cuban sandwich. This specialty bread works great for tortas, as well.”

Davis notes thaw-and-serve items that deliver on �exibility help ensure operators can keep up with

customer demand and help with overall inventory management.

In retail, perimeter breads, including in the in-store bakery (ISB), saw particular traction with shoppers over

the past year. According to Beth Sharkey, senior marketing manager, Bimbo Bakehouse, a key factor in

attracting shopper attention is a focus on taste and wellness.

“Sandwiches are one of the most-
common menu items, and are
found on 73 percent of menus
according to Datassential, so
operators tend to blend familiar
favorites with innovative �avors.”

— Heather Davis, senior manager of customer insights,

Bimbo Bakehouse

“When it comes to the ISB, consumers are most

interested in bread products that are freshly made

and contain all-natural, healthy ingredients like whole

grains, according to Mintel,” says Sharkey.

“Datassential reported that in just the past year,

everything bagel seasoning has grown on menus

over 67 percent. Bimbo Bakehouse launched a new

o�ering under its Wholesome Harvest® brand called

the Wholesome Harvest Everything Bread. It’s full of

delicious fresh �avor, made with nutritious whole

grains, and is sure to elevate any toast or sandwich.”

We’re still seeking comfort, too, notes Dhriti Batra,

category marketing manager, Bimbo Bakehouse. “The

pandemic triggered consumers’ need for nostalgic,

comforting foods and a resurgence of beloved

products,” she says. “Sourdough, an ISB favorite,

particularly bene�ted from this trend. Goldminer, a

member of Bimbo Bakehouse’s brand portfolio,

revamped a classic by adding a new delicate, yet

tangy, �avor to its sourdough line. It’s made with a

traditional sourdough starter and slow-crafted for 24

hours.”

Courtesy of Bimbo Bakehouse

Scott Rosenberg, director of marketing, Lantmännen Unibake USA, Inc., Lisle, IL, calls sustainability a

“consumer mega-trend,” noting that sustainability continues to factor more into new product innovation.

He sees sustainability as a perfect �t for both better-for-you products and better-for-the-earth products.

“Being owned by farmers, Lantmännen Unibake is concerned about food waste,” he says.

“To that end we are re-launching two demi loaves: Euro-Bake Sourdough Demi Boule and Euro-Bake

Three Cheese Asiago Demi Loaf, which allow smaller households to buy a loaf of artisan bread without

worrying about food waste.”

Courtesy of Lantmannen Unibake

Bagel sales were a highlight in fresh bread over the past year, and new product innovation—such as the

new St Pierre Brioche Bagels—will help continue that trend. “In October 2021, we launched brand-new

product to market, allowing retailers to capitalize on the growth of two emerging categories,” says Paul

Baker, founder, St Pierre Bakery, Manchester, England. “The bagel category is worth $1.5 billion across

America, whilst brioche as a category is growing at 33%, totaling $327 million to August 2021. Our St Pierre

Brioche Bagels bring together Parisian �air and a New York classic, o�ering retailers something truly

unique to drive innovation into the bakery category.”

The pandemic changed the way American shoppers eat, notes Baker. “With people spending more time at

home, meals like breakfast became more-important occasions. Instead of rushing to eat something and

get on with the day, consumers started to explore and enjoy more-elaborate breakfast dishes. Generally

speaking, sales of versatile bakery products increased—and brioche ticks that box, with recipe inspiration

for breakfast, lunch, and dinner,” he says. “The growth in the brioche sector is testament to this trend of

elevating everyday meals, using more premium o�erings.”

Baker notes bagels o�er daypart �exibility, with appeal at breakfast, brunch, and lunch. “As the �rst brioche

bagel to market, it also o�ers inspiration to shoppers looking for new and exciting eating occasions in the

bakery aisle,” he says.

Courtesy of St Pierre Bakery

“We’ve spent the past eight years educating shoppers on how to use brioche and working with retailers to

encourage shoppers to try something new,” says Baker. “As a result, more than a third of American

shoppers are now choosing brioche every time they shop. St Pierre products are designed to ‘elevate the

everyday.’ In upgrading a bakery staple like the bagel, we are allowing consumers to do just that.”

Baker notes that before the pandemic, the total bagel market was worth $1.0 billion. At the end of 2019,

the market had seen 2.3% year-over-year growth. “After more than 12 months of working from home and

COVID-19 restrictions, the once-humble midweek breakfast and lunchtime meal occasions have grown

substantially—and with them, the popularity of bagels,” he says.

Baker notes that St Pierre research revealed that four out of �ve existing brioche buyers would purchase

Brioche Bagels, and 91 percent would eat them for breakfast. “However, according to a nationwide online

survey conducted by The Harris Poll and commissioned by General Mills Foodservice in 2021, consumers

are eating more breakfast foods than since the pandemic—and not just in the morning hours.” Findings

include that nearly a quarter of Americans (24 percent) report eating more breakfast foods, and four in �ve

Americans (79 percent) say they have eaten breakfast foods outside of the traditional breakfast meal in the

past year.

LOOKING FORWARD

While the ISB o�ers unique merchandising opportunities around freshness perceptions, convenience still

factors into purchase decisions, says Brandi Unchester, ISB marketing director, Bimbo Bakehouse. “During

the pandemic, interest in scratch baking surged,” she says. “As consumers’ lives get back to normal, they

are seeking the fresh-baked experience they love with the added bene�t of ease. Bakehouse o�ers take-

and-bake solutions, which are baked 95 percent and sold oven-ready to shoppers who can purchase and

�nish making in the comfort of their own kitchen.”

The ISB also o�ers shoppers opportunities for product discovery. “Consumers want to experience the thrill

of discovery that meets their evolving needs in ISB,” continues Unchester. “These new products take bread

items that are already loved by many and bring them to the next level. Revamping staple bakery items

helps to add an exciting, fresh touch to current ISB o�erings. We see this with our Wholesome Harvest

bread, which is already a nutritious loaf full of whole grains. Adding the Everything Bread seasoning gave it

an all-new taste and look that existing and new customers will be excited to try.” 

2Perimeter bread presents premium opportunities to curious shoppers looking to elevate their at-home

eating experiences. “Both the center store bakery and perimeter bakery are seeing dollar growth year-on-

year, but what’s key is that the perimeter is also growing in volume by 3 percent, whilst center store

volume growth is static at zero,” says Baker (Nielsen, extended all outlet combined/XAOC, 52 weeks

ending January 29, 2022). “The trend for premiumization that emerged through the pandemic is here to

stay, and there is a natural tendency for shoppers to look for ‘bakery upgrades’ in the perimeter.”

This shopping pattern provides an opportunity for the year ahead, suggests Baker, with retailers able to

look at where growth is coming from and merchandise accordingly. “Innovative displays can provide trip

triggers and impact the route of footfall to increase basket spend, but also o�er inspiration to demonstrate

the versatility of di�erent products, which is another key shopper demand that emerged in the past 24

months and will continue to impact shopper behavior for some time yet,” he says.

“I think the key for the deli and ISB in the year ahead is about providing the experience—rather than just the

function,” says Baker. “For shoppers, it’s emotional more than practical, and that’s why it carries such great

opportunities for retailers to drive impulse purchase, away from the grocery aisle and vitally, bring footfall

back in the wake of the pandemic.” SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Breakfast transitions to sit-down vs.

on-the-go

Walking the line between healthy

and indulgent products

Consumers stockpiled pancake /

wa�es mixes during pandemic

BREAKFAST WITH THE FAMILY

Bringing breakfast back with pancake and wa�e options.

Kimberly J. Decker, Contributing Writer

They say it’s the most important meal of the day. And during

the lockdown’s heights—as families hunkered at home with

more morning time on their hands—it may’ve grown even

more important.

One thing’s for sure: It de�nitely grew more prevalent.

We’re talking about breakfast, and although these two-plus

years since COVID-19 disrupted everything—morning

routines included—it appears that consumers may still be

giving an honest-to-goodness, sit-down breakfast a try.

BREAKFAST

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

This is quite a turnabout for an eating occasion that had been leaning on-the-go for some time, and the

turn has yielded dividends for makers of classic breakfast items like pancakes and wa�es, whether in

frozen, dry-mix or increasingly innovative formats.

And even as the morning meal reverts to its modern-day manic mean, sector watchers wager that this

breakfast bounce may last. Thus, observes Danielle Gormley, brand marketing, Sovos Brands, owner of

Birch Benders, Denver: “The pancake and wa�e category is growing, driven by on-shelf pricing and

premiumization. So as consumers enter a hybrid work and school schedule, brands should be aware of the

opportunities, and of consumers’ needs.”

MARKET DATA
“During the pandemic,” Gormley continues, “consumers rushed to shelves to stockpile key pantry items—

including pancake and wa�e mixes. And the many out-of-stocks in the category forced consumers to try

new brands, which drove an increase in trial, as well.” The upshot, she concludes: “Breakfast-centric

brands—like ours—experienced a large consumption spike during that time.”

ALDI Breakfast Best Protein Waffles
Feel Good Foods Danish-Style

Buttermilk Pancake Bites
Eastern Standard Provisions Liège

Belgian Waffles
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And data from IRI, Chicago, bear him out,

indicating a 45.1-percent jump in dollar sales of

Birch Benders frozen wa�es, raising the line’s take

to $14.4 million for the 52 weeks ending March 20,

2022.

A similar story played out for other specialty

brands, including both Kodiak Cakes, whose

frozen wa�e sales topped $91.1 million—up 55.6

percent for the period, per IRI—and Belgian wa�e

maker Oakrun Farm Bakery, which ended the 52

weeks with a modest $8.7 million in sales, but a

whopping 95.9% in year-on-year growth.

Kashi, despite being acquired by Kellogg’s in

2020, retains its reputation as a small, crunchy

granola brand—so, perhaps not surprisingly, its

frozen wa�e business, like those of the previously

mentioned specialty brands, enjoyed 33.5-percent

growth and total sales of $17.5 million over the 52

weeks.

Courtesy of Bakerly

Courtesy of Kellogg Co.

Meantime, Kellogg’s itself—the category leader—ended the period with frozen wa�e sales down 0.6

percent, a mere blip in the brand’s $790.4 million total. And in the number-two position, private-label

brands saw frozen wa�e sales fall even further, although the 9.3-percent drop still left total sales at a

healthy $130.8 million.

Broadening the view to frozen breakfast entrées—including pancake meals—sales continued to rise and

shine. In the top spot is Jimmy Dean, with frozen breakfast sales of $564.6 million and growth of 14.1

percent, followed by private-label brands, sales of which grew an almost-identical 14.3 percent to reach

$102.2 million total.

More remarkable are the performances of brands like Eggland’s Best, whose frozen breakfast sales

jumped 725.7 percent—you read that right—to $28.4 million total, as well as Tattooed Chef, which saw

sales soar 188.2 percent to $20.1 million.

In fact, the only brand whose frozen breakfast sales fell for the 52 weeks was Kellogg’s, down 22.2 percent

to a still-strong $87.0 million in all.

LOOKING BACK 

Not even the more eye-popping numbers in IRI’s analysis would likely surprise Aaron Robinson, associate

director of brand management, Kodiak Cakes, Park City, UT. After all, he points out, “Breakfast

consumption spiked during the pandemic, but so did consumption of just about every other category in

the store. I think what’s more interesting is what we’ve seen over the last year.”

Namely, while industry analysts held that consumers would “eventually get back to ‘normal’ life” once

businesses reopened and onsite work resumed, “the sentiment now is that a signi�cant portion of the

workforce will never go back to working in an o�ce fulltime,” Robinson concludes. “What this means for

breakfast is that the increase in at-home consumption will stick. Cutting out that morning commute means

more time to �re up the griddle for pancakes, or to enjoy warm wa�es with the family.”

And why not: Pancakes and wa�es are family foods. “A lot of consumer behavior around these options

stems from families with kids,” Robinson argues. “With pancakes, for example, consumers are often

looking for a warm breakfast that can create shared moments with loved ones. And frozen wa�e

consumers are likely to buy the product as a hot, convenient alternative to things like cold cereal or a bar.”

Courtesy of Birch Benders

Gormley agrees, noting that while the pancake consumer runs the gamut—“singles versus large

households, for example”—pancakes themselves “play a speci�c role in the daily routine of o�ering a

convenient but hearty way to start the day right with a mix of protein and carbohydrates for sustained

energy.”

Which alludes to another category driver: wellness.

Robinson sees his company’s strong year-over-year growth as “a testament to consumers looking for

more functional bene�ts from their foods.” Consumers, he says, “are more educated than ever; they want

to know what’s in their food, and they need to feel comfortable with it. So brands with cleaner labels and

healthier ingredients are winning across the store, including in pancakes and wa�es.”

They’re winning so much that Robinson foresees Kodiak and allied better-for-you brands “driving the

majority of new dollars going to these breakfast categories,” he says. “We consistently see consumers

turning to more nutrient-dense options for themselves and their families.”

That said, consumers also seek healthy pancakes and wa�es “that still taste great,” Robinson insists. “It’s

important to note that brands can’t forget about taste. Those sustaining growth are the ones that can

balance taste and nutrition.”

No wonder, then, that “classic and indulgent breakfast products,” as Gormley calls them, also got a boost

during the pandemic; it’s no secret that consumers turned to these indulgences to get a boost of their

own.

But perhaps more importantly, the line dividing indulgence and health isn’t as sharp as it used to be. “How

we de�ne ‘health’ has evolved past the purely physical to include more holistic concepts, such as

emotional and mental health,” Gormley explains. “So brands need to consider how to address this shift.”

Running parallel with that shift, Robinson adds, is “a decline in demand for products catering to a speci�c

diet”—a phenomenon that he describes as “another interesting trend we’ve seen over the last year.” How

that trend plays out in the store is in consumers’ search for wa�es and pancakes “with a more well-

rounded health pro�le,” he says. “Bene�ts like protein, lower sugar, whole grains, no arti�cial ingredients,

�ber, and more are timeless and less restrictive.”

They’re also satiating, which is another signal morning-meal asset. “No one wants to feel hungry an hour

after breakfast,” Robinson o�ers, “and both pancakes and wa�es—especially those with added protein—

do a great job of keeping people satis�ed longer.”

How does he know this? One key avenue to consumer intel that any savvy brand now follows is social

media, and savvy breakfast brands are no exception.

“We’ve always been a creative, inclusive brand and are constantly coming up with new sweet and savory

ways to use our mixes,” Gormley says. “But we get the biggest inspiration from the Instagram and social

recipe content our consumers share with the world. We’ve learned that our core business of pancake

mixes is versatile enough to make anything, from biscuits to pizza and beyond.”

Courtesy of Hometown Food Co.

Robinson is equally impressed with the engagement. “We love watching how creative consumers get with

our products,” he says. “There’re some incredibly delicious-looking recipes out there using our pancake

mix as a base for BFY donuts, mu�ns, and sweet breads. Breakfast sandwiches made with our frozen

wa�es are another fun example of how consumers use our products creatively.” And as for topping ideas,

he’s seen everything from fruits and nut butters to fried chicken.

Another insight to emerge in part courtesy of social media is the extent to which pancakes and wa�es are

breaking free of breakfast.

“A more surprising insight we’ve found is that products like our �apjack cups and frozen wa�es have

stretched dayparts into more snacking occasions than before,” Robinson says. Their wa�es, in particular,

are “being consumed throughout the day as an on-the-go snack” he notes, as “consumers 

look for more functional bene�ts from snacks. The whole grains, �ber and added protein in products like

ours are really resonating.”

Gormley adds that while Birch Benders began as a pancake- and wa�e-mix brand, “We’ve since moved

into other categories and eating occasions, with brownies, cake, and mu�n mixes, on-the-go cups that’re

ready in minutes and now snackable ready-to-eat cookies all in our lineup.”

It all goes to show that “convenience continues to be important,” Robinson concludes. “Not everyone has

time to make pancakes in the morning, which is why our �apjack cups business has grown so much”—up

32% in dollar sales over the past 52 weeks, he says. “We’ve received a lot of positive feedback about how

easy and delicious they are. They’re lifesavers when you want a hot breakfast but don’t have time to cook

one.”

LOOKING FORWARD

So how else are brands integrating pancakes and wa�es into our lifestyles even more?

Gormley confesses to being “ecstatic” about the reformulation and relaunch of Birch Benders’s “hero” keto

and keto chocolate-chip pancake and wa�e mixes. “We’re actively listening to our consumers,” XXX says,

“and have signi�cantly improved the formulas to achieve a dramatically tastier and �u�er pancake that still

meets dietary needs. Many consumers claim they can’t tell the products are keto-friendly, low-carb or no-

added-sugar. Sometimes, you just have to taste it to believe it.”

To celebrate its twenty-�fth anniversary, Kodiak Cakes launched a line of birthday cake-�avored items last

year that included a Thick & Flu�y Power Wa�e and Power Cakes pancake mix, which is already its

second top-turning mix.

The company also debuted a blueberry-�avored pancake mix and is now taking on kids’ “breakfast gap.”

As Robinson explains, “Despite rapid growth from BFY brands in both pancakes and frozen wa�es, we still

see very few options for kids in these spaces. With that in mind, we’re launching a line of products

developed speci�cally to meet growing kids’ nutritional needs and taste preferences.”

Called the Kodiak Cubs line, it features multiple frozen wa�e and instant-oatmeal �avors developed with

input from parents and dieticians “to give moms and dads an easier way of getting wholesome food into

their kids’ diets,” Robinson says.

And whether they get it at home on a lazy Saturday or in the drop-o� lane at school, breakfasts like that

are worth waking up for. SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Dinner rolls and croissants gain

ground

Breakfast sandwich inspirations

Elevated o�erings like brioche

resonate

ON A ROLL

Dinner rolls and croissants o�er bright spots of category growth.

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh, Group Editorial Director

The buns and rolls segment of fresh bread accounts for over

$6.0 billion in annual retail sales, per IRI, Chicago. This

sandwich-heavy segment comprises hamburger and hot

dog buns, but also other sandwich buns, dinner rolls, and

traditional croissants. The coronavirus pandemic catalyzed

an increase in sandwich activity across America. And judging

by the increases seen in select segments of this vital area of

fresh bread, the sandwich trend is still alive and well across

the U.S.

BUNS & ROLLS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
According to IRI, Chicago, for the 52 weeks ending March 20, 2022, center store buns and rolls saw a slight

increase, up 0.1% to $4.6 billion in dollar sales. While private label leads center store hamburger and hot

dog buns, sales dropped for store brands by 11.4% to $717.8 million. Grupo Bimbo follows, up 3.6% to

$636.0 million in sales. Other companies gaining ground in the segment include Flowers Foods, up 2.6% to

$391.7 million, and Campbell Soup Co., owner of the Pepperidge Farm brand of buns and rolls, up 1.8% to

$293.9 million.

ALDI Specially Selected Sesame
Seed Brioche Buns

Bimbo Bakehouse Specialty Buns
Alpha Baking Co. Natural Ovens

Keto-Friendly Hot Dog Buns
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Center store dinner rolls had a great year, up 8.6% to $1.1 billion. King’s Hawaiian leads the segment and

saw growth of 13.0% to $674.9 million. Lewis Bakeries also gained signi�cant ground, up 41.6 percent to

$22.9 million.

Perimeter dinner rolls also performed similarly well, up 8.6% to $266.1 million. Private label leads the

charge, up 8.5% to $208.6 million. But Wholesale Harvest also gained ground, up 15.9% to $24.1 million, as

did ARYZTA (now Aspire Bakeries), up 29.6% to $14.2 million.

 Croissant products saw strong growth across the store. Perimeter traditional croissants grew 21.8% to

$467.5 million. Top gainers include Rich Products Corp., up 109.1% to $2.9 million, and St Pierre Groupe

(listed as Carr’s Food International by IRI), which grew its perimeter traditional croissant sales by 104.9%.

Center store traditional croissants grew 13.2% to $108.8 million. Notable gains in the segment came from

Starbucks Co�ee Co., up 90.6% to $9.9 million, and International Delights, up 39.2% to $8.4 million.

LOOKING BACK

Elevated sandwich carriers like brioche have seen strong sales momentum over the past few years—

beginning before the pandemic. And the popularity of foodservice items like spicy chicken sandwiches

plays directly into this trend.

“Brioche buns are one of the fastest-growing carriers for burgers and chicken sandwiches,” says Heather

Davis, senior manager of customer insights, Bimbo Bakehouse, Horsham, PA. “Brioche has grown over 63%

on menus in the past four years, reports Datassential,” she says. “Bimbo Bakehouse o�ers a traditional

brioche bun, made with real eggs and butter to deliver a sweet, rich �avor.

Davis recommends brioche and other specialized buns and rolls for the morning daypart. “For foodservice

operators looking to hop on the sandwich trend, Bimbo Bakehouse has a variety of ‘alternative’ breakfast

bread suggestions that will instantly elevate any dish on the early bird menu, including the Brioche Bun

and Potato bun from our specialty bun line,” she says.

Courtesy of Lantmannen Unibake

“According to Datassential, buns have seen 35% penetration on breakfast menus in recent years,” says

Davis. “Bimbo Bakehouse’s specialty buns, available for foodservice operators, are the perfect vehicle for

popular breakfast sandwiches.” Datassential reports brioche has seen 21% growth on breakfast menus

speci�cally in the past four years, she notes. “The sweet, buttery �avor of our Traditional Brioche Bun will

seamlessly complement any bacon, egg, and cheese combo.”

 Potato buns also o�er a di�erent take on morning sandwiches. “With a rich �avor pro�le and substantial

build and soft texture, potato buns have gained popularity on breakfast menus in recent years, according

to Datassential,” says Davis. “Bakehouse’s Premium Potato Bun is a high-quality carrier with a slightly sweet

�avor, which makes them the perfect pairing for any go-to breakfast sammie,” she suggests.

 Pretzel buns and rolls are also resonating with U.S. consumers—and gaining a point of di�erentiation

helps attract attention. “According to Datassential, pretzel buns have seen 11% growth on menus in the

past four years. Customers can savor the traditional pretzel �avor with an upscale twist using Bakehouse’s

pretzel bun.”

Courtesy of St Pierre Bakery

Retailers and foodservice operators increasingly seek unique products to o�er consumers. “Much of our

innovation e�orts have been in developing bespoke breads tailored to customer requirements,” says Scott

Rosenberg, director of marketing, Lantmännen Unibake USA, Inc., Lisle, IL. “However, over the past year

we’ve also launched products to the general market, such as Luau Sandwich Roll.”

 In turbulent times, consumers looking for comfort and familiar �avors—but often with a touch of

adventure. “Our Euro-Bake Luau Sandwich Roll provides that with an incredible pineapple-coconut aroma,

but in a fun and unique pineapple-inspired shape,” says Rosenberg.

LOOKING FORWARD

New, versatile bun and roll products o�er a high degree of user versatility. They can be used by

consumers, in-store bakery (ISB) managers, and foodservice operators throughout the day as sandwich

carriers.

 “Using upscale �avors and innovative ingredients help to set operators apart from the rest,” says Davis.

“Utilizing brioche and potato—favorite �avors that continue to see growth—in new products can help

foodservice businesses di�erentiate their sandwich o�erings on the menu. Leaning into current trends is

important to meet customers’ needs.”

 Dhriti Batra, category marketing manager, Bimbo Bakehouse, points to opportunities to capitalize on the

“elevated dining at home” trend that saw traction during the pandemic. “Bimbo Bakehouse has launched

The Cheesecake Factory At Home™ Gourmet Brioche Hamburger Buns,” she says. “Made exclusively for

home enjoyment, these buns are deliciously buttery and sweet, with a rich �avor. Available in brioche and

wheat brioche varieties, these buns have a soft and light texture, which makes them perfect for burgers

and hot sandwiches. These decadent burger buns are a game-changer and will elevate how consumers

experience brioche.”

Many believe in-home entertaining occasions will continue to factor into purchase decisions—long after

the wane of the pandemic. “At home socializing and entertaining is a trend that is here to stay and that

means that deli prepared is having a real moment,” says Paul Baker, founder, St Pierre Bakery, Manchester,

England. “Anything that saves people time and provides an easy—yet quality—meal solution will do well

throughout the store,” he suggests.

Convenience still resonates. “As people return to old routines, they are once again time-poor—looking for

quick solutions for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and everything in between—including more special occasions

at home,” says Baker.

“The IDDBA ‘COVID-19 Impact Report’ from February this year demonstrated just how signi�cant this

growth is, with the ‘trays’ product group up more than 50% and ‘combo meals’ up 33% on last year,” says

Baker. “The current cost-of-living crisis also means that people will continue to celebrate special

occasions at home. The number of guests might also be on the up with pandemic restrictions relaxed.

That means larger pack-sizes and pre-prepared will continue an upward trajectory.”

There are two key trends that retailers can pair with bun and roll products, suggests Baker. “The �rst is in

pre-packaged party platters. After so long without entertaining, shoppers are keen to make at-home

celebrations even more memorable, highlighting the need for a show-stopping platter,” he says.

“As people return to old routines,
they are once again time-poor—
looking for quick solutions for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
everything in between—including
more special occasions at home.”

— Paul Baker, founder, St Pierre Bakery

But those platters need enough variety in the platter to keep shoppers interested. A good balance of “new”

and “reliable” is the right approach, says Baker. “Finding a bread carrier that can cater to savory and sweet

items is key for retailers.” He suggests St Pierre’s range of Brioche Burger Buns, Brioche Hot Dog Rolls, and

Brioche Sliders all work well in sweet or savory dishes, which can really help broaden the appeal of a

party platter.

“There are other factors to feed into this, too,” suggests Baker. “Platters o�er �exibility for a range of guests

with di�erent appetites and are easily scalable for hosts. For consumers, they can deliver the ultimate

personalized platter if they buy products individually and create their own, so operators have to o�er

added value. By using products that are already stocked, there’s no additional cost to the operator beyond

resource,” he says. “But they can answer to shoppers looking for premium, unique, fresh food—all of which

are drivers, particularly in the ISB.”

Another trend focuses on deli foodservice, says Baker. “Our products are perfectly placed, as a recognized

brand and category leader, to boost supermarket sandwich programs. Research has proven that

consumers are willing to pay more for a gourmet burger bun or a recognized brand on a menu.

Supermarket sandwich programs are aligned so closely with our own ambition to deliver a quality

experience, which is why we’ve partnered with Kroger stores nationwide, collaborating on a Chicken

Sandwich since last year.” SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Consumers look for tasty, healthy

cookies

Category is up in sales

Innovation is key

COOKIE CONUNDRUM

Consumers search for products that are tasty, but also include

healthy ingredients.

Neal Lorenzi, Contributing Writer

Cookies are ubiquitous. They appear in many areas of the

store, from the classic cookies and snack aisle, to the bakery

aisle, the in-store fresh bakery, as ready-to-bake items in the

refrigerated area, and even cookie dough in the frozen food

section. To �ll this wide-ranging niche, cookie producers

continue to innovate as they strive to meet demand for

products that taste good and feature healthy ingredients.

COOKIES

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
Sales in the cookie category increased 5.1 percent to $8.2 billion over the past 52 weeks ending April 14,

2022, according to IRI, Chicago. Nabisco Cookies represented the largest portion of that segment at $3.4

billion, up 1.4 percent. Pepperidge Farm sales held nearly steady at $5.7 million. Solid increases were

shown by Voortman Bakery (20.8%), Tates Bake Shop (29.1%), and Marinela Cookies (17.2%). Lenny & Larry’s

enjoyed a 12 percent increase in sales.

The perimeter cookies segment reported an 18 percent increase to $2.2 billion. Best Express Foods

showed the biggest percentage gain in that segment, up 194 percent to $12.3 million. Sakes in the

perimeter iced/frosted cookies segment increased 19.8 percent to $330 million, where Mondelēz

International posted a 46.4 percent gain to $20.1 million. The refrigerated cookie dough/brownie dough

segment fell 8 percent to $2.3 billion.

LOOKING BACK
Sales of cookies across all areas of the store jumped early in the pandemic and they continue to track well

today, according to Anne-Marie Roerink, president of 210 Analytics LLC, San Antonio, TX, who notes that

cookies have done a phenomenal job of responding to consumers’ interest in customization and crafts.

Mondelēz International Barefoot Red
Wine x OREO THINS

ARYZTA Otis Spunkmeyer Cookie
Dough Bites

5 Generation Bakers Hemp Bakers
CBD Cookie
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“Cookie kits complete with icing and decorative candies are popping up as pre-made kits, but also in the

fresh bakery, using leftover icing, for instance,” Roerink says. “I’ve noticed DIY decorating kits for big

holidays such as Easter or Christmas, and for micro occasions such as local sports team events. Some

retailers are even developing their own holidays. Scratch baking was very big during the early months of

the pandemic, and by o�ering these kits, the cookie aisle/bakery department wins as does the consumer.”

Healthy cookie trends include the use of keto as an ingredient. Conagra’s cookie business, which branches

across two brands–Duncan Hines and Glutino–focuses on modern health and wellness trends. “The keto

diet continues to de�ne the health and wellness space,” says Annalise Winters, associate brand manager,

Duncan Hines. “In 2021, total keto sweets sales reached $213 million, up 113 percent from year ago.”

Duncan Hines debuted in the keto-friendly sweets space with the introduction of single-serve cake cups

in 2020, and cake and brownie mixes in 2021. This year, the company introduced a keto-Friendly Chocolate

Chip Cookie mix and single-serve keto Friendly Chocolate Chip Cookie cups.

Equally important has been the rise in consumers seeking gluten-free products, adds Steven Cheng,

associate brand manager for Glutino. “Our Glutino brand focuses on delivering great tasting gluten-free

products, and our cookie line o�ers a wide variety, including chocolate chip cookies, chocolate vanilla

and vanilla crème cookies, animal crackers, and vanilla, milk chocolate and lemon wafers. The Glutino

brand, which specializes in gluten-free food products, was founded in 1999.

Lenny & Larry’s, Los Angeles, introduced a variety

of products, including The Complete Cookie-Fied

Bar and a newly reformulated version of The Keto

Cookie, while reintroducing The Complete

Cremes for national distribution. “As we emerge

from the pandemic and consumers are putting

more emphasis on the importance of healthy

eating, our line of better-for-you cookies with

plant-based protein and �ber is experiencing

tremendous growth,” says CEO Jolie Weber.

The Complete Cookie-�ed Bar is a soft and chewy

bar topped with Lenny & Larry’s crunchy cookie

pieces, so it o�ers a unique texture and snacking

experience, according to Weber. “Made with 12-g

plant-based protein, 5g prebiotic �ber and only

6g sugar, it’s the perfect size for on-the-go

snacking. It’s also gluten-free.” The bar is available

in three �avors: Peanut Butter Chocolate Chip,

Chocolate Almond Sea Salt, and Cookies &

Creme.

Courtesy of Lenny & Larry's

Courtesy of Mondelēz International

On the more indulgent side, Mondelēz International Inc., Chicago, is celebrating the 110th birthday of

OREO cookies--teaming up with chefs and restaurants across the country to create limited time o�ers that

showcase the iconic cookie in a variety of ways, ranging from sundaes to cakes. One example: This year,

TGI Fridays introduced OREO Madness Fully Stu�ed giant OREO cookies with Cookies & Cream ice cream,

coated in red and white sprinkles, served with chocolate sauce and a fresh strawberry.

Mondelēz International also introduced the OREO Chocolate Confetti Cake Cookie, the �rst limited-edition

cookie to feature rainbow sprinkles both in and on the cookie. The creme �lling features two layers–the

signature creme �lled with sprinkles, plus a rich chocolate cake-�avored creme. The company also

introduced OREO Frozen Treats, which reimagine the classic chocolate sandwich cookie into products

ranging from scoopable tubs to snackable bars, cones and sandwiches. Nutter Butter Cakesters, another

addition to the line, are made with peanut butter �lling sandwiched between two soft snack cakes.

Flavors supplier Gold Coast Ingredients, Commerce, CA, has introduced a Cookies, Cream & Things line

with new �avors such as red velvet, marshmallow, peanut butter, birthday cake, coconut, chai, caramel,

co�ee, mint and berries. The �avors are available all-natural and in powder and liquid forms, and can be

customized to meet allergen-free and non-GMO requirements.

Cookie dough is another area of innovations. Ben & Jerry’s, South Burlington, VT, launched its Cookie

Dough Chunks a few years ago in response to requests by consumers who loved the gobs of buttery

chocolate chip cookie dough found in its pints of ice cream. There are now nine �avors, featuring heat-

treated �our and pasteurized eggs to ensure a safe, snackable experience. Cookie Dough Chunks can be

found in the frozen section of grocery and convenience stores.

“Our Snackable Cookie Doughs are for fans of raw cookie dough looking for a convenient treat,” says Dena

Wimette, Ben & Jerry’s head of innovation. “You don’t have to mix up a batch of dough; instead you can

pour out a few chunks for a quick snack. This brings cookie dough into the freezer section and makes it an

alternative to an ice cream sandwich or cone. We have dough in large and small sizes to share or for

multiple-serving moments as well as on-the-go occasions. Our Snackable Dough comes in pouches

much like other snacky food.”

LOOKING FORWARD

Looking ahead, Roerink sees more limited-time o�ers in the cookie category, which is a good strategy for

driving impulse purchases, and to take some pressure o� the supply chain. Surprise and delight is a tactic

that works very well for emotional categories such as bakery, she notes.

“I also think we’re going to see more development in the size of cookies as well as the size of packages—

in light of both health and wellness (enjoy, but in moderation) and in�ation to make sure the per-unit price

remains within budget,” Roerink says. “Line extensions remain popular and that is a great strategy amid

supply chain disruption and high in�ation. Consumers are more likely to stick with the familiar, but are

always looking for a new twist to an old favorite.”

“Our Snackable Cookie Doughs are
for fans of raw cookie dough
looking for a convenient treat. You
don’t have to mix up a batch of
dough; instead you can pour out a
few chunks for a quick snack.”

— Dena Wimette, head of innovation, Ben & Jerry’s

Courtesy of Unilever - Ben & Jerry's

As keto-friendly and gluten-free continue to rise in popularity, there will be more opportunity to reach

these consumers with innovative cookie products, Winters predicts. “Cookies are a very competitive

space, so we know there is a challenge with standing out in the �eld, but we are pleased and optimistic

with what our Duncan Hines and Glutino have to o�er.”

Lenny & Larry’s target consumers are looking for smaller, individually wrapped snacks, according to

Weber. “Smaller sizes not only help consumers keep on track of their e�orts to eat healthier, but they also

are portable and easier for on-the-go snacking. Some cookie brands have met this need, but there is still

opportunity for growth here.” SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Category is up 13.3% from last year

There is opportunity for innovation

Ethnic �avors, premiumization, and

nostalgic �avors are trending

HITTING THE SWEET SPOT

Category shows continued growth, o�ering comfort and convenience

to consumers.

Joyce Friedberg, Contributing Writer

Consumers still have a sweet tooth for desserts. In fact, 53%

of consumers said that they had dessert within the past day

based on a recent survey from Datassentials. Even as we

emerge from the pandemic, desserts are still very relevant as

consumers look to indulge a sweet craving, with a treat that

can o�er familiarity, comfort, or nostalgia.

DESSERTS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

Mike Mitchell, senior brand manager, retail marketing, Sara Lee has observed: “In retail (frozen

desserts/frozen section only), the total category is positive for both sales and volume. Distribution is up

slightly but it’s a velocity story. Even after a record breaking 2020, not only are more consumers entering

the category, they are also buying more.”

MARKET DATA
Consumers turned to desserts at the height of the pandemic for an indulgent treat or as a way to help

navigate the stress and uncertainty. Based on the latest market data, the dessert category is continuing to

experience growth.

The cake category grew 13.3% to $1.59 billion based on the latest 52-week period ending March 20, 2022,

per IRI Chicago. Private label, which accounts for almost 89% market share, grew 13.8% to $1.41 billion.

Additional bright spots in the category were:

The Original Cakerie LTD saw another year of strong performance with double digit growth of 24.2%

leading to $21.9 million

CMS Bakery Products North America grew an impressive 23.1% to $12.1 million

The pie category had another solid year, increasing 4.0%, resulting in $795.6 million. Private label, which

accounts for 75% of the category grew 4.5% to $600.4 million. Four B Corp, Cyrus O Leary and Rocky

Mountain Pies all experienced growth at 13.4%, 51.4% and 5.3% respectively.

The frozen pie category growth slowed this year, 0.6% resulting in $582.9 million. While the top player in

the category, Marie Callendars demonstrated strong growth of 11.9% increasing to $240.8 million; this was

o�set by losses from several other brands in the category.

The refrigerated cheesecake category continued to show strong performance; achieving another

consecutive year of double-digit growth. The category grew 14.3% to $593.2 million. Private label, which

accounts for almost 73% of the category drove the growth increasing 16.2% to $432.0 million. Additional

bright spots in the category were:

Chuckanut Bay Foods grew an impressive 45.2% to $16.6 million

Juniors achieved double digit growth of 27.4% resulting in $12.5 million

The Cheesecake Factory increased 21.2% to $6.7 million

Bindi Art-Inspired Cakes
Schwan’s Co. Edwards Signature

Pies
Tippin’s Gourmet Pies Featured Pies
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LOOKING BACK
Companies study the trends from a total market perspective including both retail and foodservice to help

identify strategic platforms and areas of opportunity for innovation.  Susan W. Allen, senior vice president

marketing, Dessert Holdings, shares the new product innovation that is based on several key consumer

driven platforms:

Dessert Holdings has recently launched a globally inspired soaked cake platform of Tres Leches,

which is di�erentiated from many of the single layer cakes in the market with two layers of a

premium three-soak cake that doesn’t get messy on the plate, and real whipped cream. The

product is sold as a blank canvas for operators or bakeries to decorate with real fruit, real

chocolate, or caramel drizzle

Dessert Holdings takes their high-quality cakes made with the best ingredients and �gures out

how to �t those into smaller servings and still create the wow factor. We also see consumer

demand for this rise from a food safety standpoint coming out of the pandemic, with items freshly

made and pre-packaged from our facility to a grocer’s bakery without anyone touching the cakes

directly.” Bakeries like these o�erings as they do not need to �nish the products in-store.

The company has developed solutions in snackable dessert bars and brownies which provide

indulgence in just a few bites, such as mash-up recipes or in nostalgic �avors such as cookies and

cream.

Globally inspired desserts: have been in demand as consumers seek to explore new tastes, unique

ingredients and a way to experience the world without leaving their home. Tres Leches is one of the

fastest growing cake varieties, up 16% based on 4-year menu growth

Single-serve desserts and snacking: has been a trend as consumers demand smaller portion sizes

where they can indulge with no guilt. We see a range of single serve options that are great for

enjoying solo or as a treat to share. Millennials have the most interest in this dessert mega-trend.

Premiumization: has been a trend occurring throughout the store and we see it in premium desserts,

growing several points faster than mainstream. This demand is driven by the consumers need for real

and clean ingredients, the ability to impress guests and serve desserts not easy to make at home. At

Dessert Holdings, we use only real ingredients and clean labels for our products. 

Nostalgia: is a dessert mega-trend. These desserts provide comfort and familiarity, such as pro�les like

cookies and cream, or OREO, growing +16.5% on menus.

Courtesy of Dessert Holdings

Debbie Marchok, vice president of marketing, The Eli’s

Cheesecake Company, Chicago, IL. talks about the trends

within both retail and foodservice. “Foodservice continues

to focus on traditional desserts like cheesecake, layer cakes

and dessert bars, with an emphasis on menu selection and

meals-to-go. Retail demand for pre-packaged cheesecakes

continues to be strong in the in-store bakery.” The company

was inspired by ‘free-from’ ingredient statements as part of

the clean label trend and this May will be launching their

NEW Eli’s Chi-Town Single Serve Cheesecakes made with

no arti�cial �avors, colors or preservatives. The products

are individually wrapped in a custom container and ready to

sell. It comes in �ve �avors: Original Plain, Chocolate Chip,

Strawberry Swirl, Cookies & Cream, and Blueberry Swirl,

and will be available in both foodservice and retail.Courtesy of Eli's Cheesecake Co.

“The mix of the top selling pie varieties in retail has

relatively remained the same with Chocolate Cream Pie,

Apple, and Key Lime varieties at the top with seasonal pies

over indexing during the holidays. Cheesecake and Cream

Pie growth over-indexes and is driving consumption

outside of the traditional holiday season. Consumers are

looking to the category for more every-day dessert

solutions which was a trend that started at the early stage

of the pandemic and has proven to be sticky. For Sara Lee,

our core cheesecakes have bene�tted because they deliver

the price-value, variety, and versatility consumers seek as

they enjoy more frozen desserts at home. In foodservice,

there has been a signi�cant shift towards products that are

individually wrapped. That shift, seems to have stuck even

as we passed through the worst of COVID,” states Mitchell. Courtesy of Sara Lee

Foodservice is really a tale of two segments, while commercial restaurants have returned to pre-covid

levels, non-commercial segments, including business industry, hospitality and healthcare are still lagging.

However, noncommercial business has picked up since January as the Omicron risks have waned, shares

Mitchell.

The majority of the companies have spent the past two years really focusing on the needs of the

customers and the needs of the business. Dessert Holding made signi�cant capital investments to expand

their plant capacity and also acquired Steven Charles to expand their premium dessert platform. The Eli’s

Cheesecake Company focused on the needs to their customers and adjusted their o�ering accordingly.

“For example, our customers’ need for pre-packaged desserts during the pandemic for both in-store self-

service cases and the expansion of operator take-out menus inspired us to develop a new line of

individually wrapped single serve cheesecakes to better serve these businesses,” explains Marchok.

LOOKING FORWARD

Coming soon, in time for the holidays, The Eli’s Cheesecake Company will be introducing a new 8”

Seasonal Sampler Cheesecake with �avors including Cinnamon Roll, Hot Chocolate, Cranberry Crumble,

and Original Plain. The product will be showcased at the upcoming June IDDBA show and ready to ship in

September.

Allen notes that, looking forward, Dessert Holdings will be focused on continuing to drive innovation

around packaging, smaller sizes and portability to address the need for a variety of serving sizes and the

needs for portion control and reducing waste.

“Consumers continue to crave
desserts in snacking and portion
control; therefore the company will
work on smaller size desserts to
address this need.”

— Susan W. Allen, senior vice president marketing,

Dessert Holdings

“Consumers continue to crave desserts in snacking and portion control; therefore the company will work

on smaller size desserts to address this need. As the cake category continues to grow, the company will

raise the bar and look to create the next level of visually exciting cakes that break the mold and delight

our consumers and customers.” SF&WB
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• Production e�ciencies

• How to better manage

disruptions
• Streamlining operations
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Bakery snacks category sales are

mostly up

Consumers are snacking more

throughout their day

Millennials search for nostalgic snacks

SNACKING ON-THE-GO

Consumers look for healthy and portable bakery snacks, but

occasionally want to indulge, too.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

The bakery snacks category overall experienced an

increase in sales in 2021, the possible reason for that

being that consumers are now returning to the o�ce and

want on-the-go snacks to keep them company at their

desks. In addition, bakery snacks have become an “all-

day” snack—good for breakfast, lunch, dinner, or for a

“traditional” snack time.

BAKERY SNACKS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
According to IRI (Chicago) data from the past 52 weeks, which ended on March 30, 2022, the “perimeter

mu�ns” category was up 20%, with total sales of $1.026 billion.

The leader in the category was private label, bringing in $778 million and a rise of 25.5% in sales. The Mu�n

Mam Inc. followed, with $10 million in sales and a 17% increase. Also to note is Bill Knapps Inc, with $1.7

million in sales, but a 1477.3% increase from 2021.

In the “center store mu�ns” category, the category brought in $1 billion in sales and experienced a 19.2%

increase. Of those, mini mu�ns brought in $757 million, with a 21.7% increase. Grupo Bimbo experienced

$578 million in sales, with a 15% increase, and McKee Foods Corp. brought in $103 million in sales, with a

58.7 percent increase.

Mondelēz International OREO and
NUTTER BUTTER Cakesters

Bimbo Bakeries Entenmann’s Little
Bites Mini Tarts

McKee Foods Drake’s Alpine Yodels
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In the “center store snack cakes” category, which brought in $1.899 billion in sales and experienced a 10.3%

uptick, the “center store bar/�nger snack cakes” category brought in $1.165 billion, with a 12.6% increase.

McKee Foods Corp. led the category, with $393M in sales, and a 0.8% increase, and Hostess Brands

followed, with $299 million and a 7.6% increase. The Hershey Co. is also one to note, with $23 million in

sales but a 367.6% increase.

The “center store snack cupcakes” category brought in $458 million, with a 9.7% increase, and Hostess

Brands LLC led the way, with $270 million in sales and a 10.3% increase. Flowers Foods LLC brought in $96

million in the category, with a 9.6% increase, and Taste of Nature Inc. brought in $353,800 but experienced

1052.7% in growth.

The “center store roll snack cakes” category brought in $177.6 million in sales, with a slight decline of 2.5%,

and McKee Foods Corp. led the way, with $158 million in sales and a slight loss of 1.4%.

The perimeter cakes category, which includes perimeter snack cupcakes and cupcakes, brought in $5

billion in sales, with a 16.8% increase. Perimeter snack cupcakes brought in $425 million, and experienced

24.8% in growth, with private label leading the way ($294 million in sales, and a 23.7% increase). Perimeter

cupcakes brought in $395 million, with a 42.7% increase; private label again led the pack, with $389 million

in sales and a 42.7% increase.

In the “center store pies” category, which overall brought in $398 million and had a 2.1% increase in sales,

the “center store individual/snack pies” category brought in $386 million of that, with a 0.8% increase, and

private label brought in $97.6 million, with a 2.6% increase. The “perimeter pies” category brought in $1.121

billion in sales, with a 5.8% increase, and the “perimeter individual/snack pies” category brought in $82

million of that, but experienced a 3.7% dip in sales.

The “center store croissants” category brought in $210 million in sales, with a 23.8% increase, and the

“center store �lled croissants” category brought in $101 million of that, with a 37.7% increase. Bon Appetit

Danish Inc. brought in $46.8 million in sales, with a 19.7% increase, and the Starbucks Co�ee Co. brought in

$6.4 million, but with a 122.7% increase.

“As consumers age, they become
more concerned about their

health but at the same time, they
don’t want to give up their favorite

sweet treats.”

— Tina Lambert, vice president of innovation and

growth, Hostess Brands

Lastly, the “perimeter croissants” category brought in $529 million in sales, with a 22.1% increase from last

year, and the “perimeter �lled croissants” category brought in $50.9 million of that, with a 31.2% increase.

Private label brought in $34.1 million, with a 36.1% increase, and worth noting is Bakerly LLC, which brought

in $452,200 in sales but experienced an 84.8% increase.

LOOKING BACK 

“Americans are increasingly snacking their way through the day instead of eating three traditional meals,”

says Tina Lambert, vice president of innovation and growth, Hostess Brands, Lenexa, KS.

“Through consumer research, we’ve identi�ed 18 di�erent consumer snacking occasions where

consumers are enjoying snacks that include bakery snacks. At Hostess Brands, we have snacks for every

occasion, with some of the top occasions being a sweet start to the morning, in the lunchbox, as an

afternoon reward, immediate consumption (on the go), and afternoon snacks for sharing,” she says.

Other trends that Lambert sees are renewed family focus, the “era of trusted brands,” and “aging without

compromise.”

“Research shows that millennial parents are prioritizing family and spending more time with their kids than

recent past generations. They also are seeking out little ways to bring moments of joy into their children’s

lives. In challenging economic times, those small joys, such as a sweet snack, become an even bigger

focus. In fact, according to Ipsos, 63% of consumers consider sweet snacks to be a small a�ordable

indulgence,” she says.

Research shows that during times of uncertainty and stress, consumers turn to brands they know and trust,

she adds.

“In fact, according to the 2021 Edelman Trust Barometer Special Report, 88% of consumers say trust today

is critical for deciding which brands to buy or use, and 68% say it is more important for them to trust the

brands they buy or use than in the past. We’re seeing this trend in�uence what consumers are buying as

they seek out snacks they trust to meet their needs for something fast, easy, and delicious,” Lambert notes.

“As an established brand with 92% awareness among U.S. consumers, the Hostess brand bene�ts from this

trend. Our research shows that consumers trust the Hostess brand to provide them with high-quality

snacks,” she says.

Another trend that Lambert is tracking is what Hostess calls “aging without compromise.”

Courtesy of Hostess Brands

“As consumers age, they become more concerned about their health but at the same time, they don’t want

to give up their favorite sweet treats. That mindset leads them to look for better-for-you snack options

with simple and straightforward ingredients that help them balance their wellness goals and their desire to

continue to enjoy a sweet indulgence,” she says.

Christine Prociv, senior vice president, marketing, innovation, and R&D, Aspire Bakeries, Los Angeles, says

that consumers have been prioritizing convenience and comfort when it comes to sweet treats, especially

as they’re returning to the o�ce.

“One of the trends we’re seeing is a return to breakfast. As consumers go back to the o�ce, even for a few

days per week, they’re looking for grab-and-go, wholesome morning options that taste great.

Convenience and freshness are not always easy to �nd together in one item, and our Otis Spunkmeyer

individually wrapped (IW) mu�ns �ll that need beautifully.”

Another trend in 2021 included keto snacks. In September 2021, ThinSlim Foods released a low-carb and

keto-friendly line of bakery snacks, including Cloud Cakes, mu�ns, and Pumpkin Spice Squares. The 40-

calorie mu�ns contain “hints of cinnamon, nutmeg, and pumpkin,” and the Pumpkin Spice Cloud Cakes are

a refresh of its existing Cloud Cakes recipe.

In November 2021, Veggies Made Great launched keto-friendly mu�ns, with �avors including Mochaccino

Chip, Chocolate Raspberry, and Cinnamon Roll. The mu�ns were touted as being lower in sugar and carbs

and higher in protein than the brand’s other mu�ns.

For those wishing to indulge, in March 2022 Bimbo Bakeries USA released its Little Bites S’mores Mu�ns,

in portioned pouches for on-the-go snacking. The mu�ns, made with real ingredients including graham

�our and milk chocolate, also contain no high-fructose corn syrup.

LOOKING FORWARD

Partnerships with movies and/or celebrities will continue in 2022. For example, in March 2022, Flowers

Foods collaborated with the new Sonic the Hedgehog 2 movie to release Tastykake Mini Donuts, Mini

Mu�ns, and Pecan Swirls, all with special Sonic the Hedgehog 2 packaging. In July 2021, Kellogg released

Pop-Tarts Bites with The Addams Family 2-inspired packaging.

Kellogg also appealed to its millennial consumers when it re-released its Frosted Grape Pop-Tarts in April

2022. The Pop-Tarts, which include grape jelly-�avored �lling, white icing, and a purple crunch, originally

came out in the Y2K era.

Courtesy of Aspire Bakeries

"At Pop-Tarts, we know what our fans want. Frosted Grape has been among the top �avors fans have been

asking us to bring back," says Heidi Ray, senior director of marketing, portable wholesome snacks. "So, we

could not be more stoked to �nally bring back this Pop-Tarts G.O.A.T.—Grape-ist Of All Time." 

Lambert says that Hostess Brands is introducing new snacks to appeal to millennial parents and their

families. One such product includes Hostess Baby Bundts. 

“Hostess Baby Bundts are individually wrapped mini bundt cakes that come in three �avors: Lemon

Drizzle, Cinnamon Swirl, and Strawberry Cheesecake. The light, �u�y, and moist cakes have just the right

amount of sweetness with a drizzle of icing,” she adds.  

The company is also introducing on-the-go snacks for consumers who frequent convenience stores,

including Hostess Mu�’n Stix, portable mu�n snacks available in Blueberry and Chocolate Chip �avors. 

“[In addition], this fall, we are introducing our biggest innovation of the year: Hostess Bouncers, which are

poppable, bite-sized versions of popular Hostess snacks and are a perfect lunchbox snack. They come in

three varieties, including Cinnamon Donettes, Glazed Chocolate Ding Dongs, and Glazed Twinkies, and

will begin to roll out at retail in late September,” Lambert �nishes. SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Innovation is key

Portion-controlled options are popular

Restructuring companies due to the pandemic

COMFORTABLY CONVENIENT

Consumers look for tasty sweet goods, but also seek portion-

controlled options.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

The sweet goods category, which includes

everything from brownies to doughnuts to

Danishes, overall experienced growth from 2021

to 2022.

SWEET GOODS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
According to IRI (Chicago) data from the past 52 weeks, which ended on March 30, 2022, the “center store

doughnuts” category was up 7.8%, with total sales of $1.834 billion.

The full-size doughnuts category accounted for $1.7 billion of that, and it increased 7.3%. Hostess Brands

LLC took the lead spot, with $559 million in sales and a nice 24.1% increase, and Grupo Bimbo followed,

with $353 million in sales and a 2.6% increase. McKee Foods followed that, with $236 million in sales and a

slight decline of 0.4% from 2021.

The “perimeter doughnuts” category brought in $1.095 billion in sales, with an 18.4% increase from last

year. The “perimeter full-size doughnuts” category brought in $555 million in sales with a 7.5% increase.

Private label led the category, with $536 million in sales, and rose 6.7% from last year. LY Brothers Corp.

brought in $9.384 million, with a 36.1% increase. Also of note is Bill Knapps, which brought in $509,000 in

sales and experienced a 135.1% increase.

McKee Foods Little Debbie Zebra
Mini Donuts

Bimbo Bakeries Little Bites Butter
Cookie Muffins

Veggies Made Great Keto-Friendly
Muffins

Embedded code will run in preview and on published site
If you want more coding flexibility, we recommend using a coded element created in the Code Editor.

Source: IRI Market Advantage, Integrated Fresh,  Total U.S. - Multi Outlet w/ C-Store (Grocery, Drug, Mass

Market, Convenience, Military and Select Club & Dollar Retailers), 52 Weeks Ending 03-20-22

The “perimeter pastry/Danish/co�ee cakes” category brought in $1.620 billion sales, with a 15.1% increase

from 2021, and the “perimeter sweet rolls” category accounted for $406 million of that, with a 14.6%

increase. Private label brought in $240 million, with a 19.9% increase, and Grupo Bimbo brought in $39.2

million, with a slight decrease of 1.7%.

In the “perimeter Danish” subcategory, which brought in $334 million and experienced a 17.9% increase in

sales, private label brought in $252 million, with a 31.1% increase in sales. Grupo Bimbo brought in $28.8

million, but with a 31.7% decrease from last year, and The James Skinner Baking Co. brought in $15.6

million, with a 2.5% dip from last year. It’s worth noting Starbucks Co�ee Co., as well, which  brought in $4.9

million in sales and had a large 56.8% increase from 2021.

The “perimeter pastries” subcategory brought in $297 million in sales, with a 20.1% increase from last year,

and private label brought in $177 million of that, with an 18.5% increase. The Simply Good Foods Co.

followed, with $20.6 million in sales and an astonishing 127.3% increase, and Mondelēz International

brought in $15.7 million, with a 9.3% increase.

The “perimeter co�ee/crumb cakes” subcategory brought in $211 million, with a 14.3% increase, and

private label accounted for $164 million of that, with a 21.9% increase. Grupo Bimbo brought in $9 million,

with a 21.9% increase.

The “center store pastry/Danish/co�ee cakes” category brought in $1.188 billon, with a 9.7% increase, and

“center store sweet rolls” in that category brought in $590 million, with a 6.3% increase. McKee Foods was

the leader there, with $259 million in sales and a 3.5% increase. The “center store co�ee/crumb cakes”

subcategory brought in $135 million, with a 10.5% increase from last year, and Hostess Brands LLC was the

winner, with $89.8 million in sales and a 15.4% increase.

The “center store pastries” subcategory brought in $105.5 million, with an 18.6% increase in sales, and Bon

Appetit Danish brought in $29.57 million of that, with a 17.8% increase. Grupo Bimbo brought in $26 million

in sales, as well, with a 19.3% increase, and Hostess Brands rose by 73.3%, with $10 million in sales.

Finally, the “perimeter brownies/squares/bars” category brought in $330 million in sales, with a 10.5%

increase. The “perimeter brownies” subcategory brought in $316 million of that, with an 11.4% increase, and

private label led the pack with $236 million and a 13.6% increase. Mondelēz International brought in $36.6

million, with a 3.5% increase. Kohlberg & Co. should also be noted, with $2 million in sales but a 103.9%

increase from last year.

LOOKING BACK

Christine Prociv, senior vice president, marketing, innovation, and R&D, Aspire Bakeries, Los Angeles, says

that consumers have been prioritizing convenience and comfort when it comes to sweet treats, especially

as they’re returning to the o�ce.

“IW (individually wrapped) brownies
are also growing since consumers are
looking for a sweet, portion-controlled,
and safely packaged indulgence.”

— Christine Prociv, senior vice president, marketing,

innovation, and R&D, Aspire Bakeries

“Otis Spunkmeyer’s individually wrapped (IW) o�erings

deliver on this desire for grab-and-go options, without

compromising on freshness or taste. IW brownies are also

growing since consumers are looking for a sweet, portion-

controlled, and safely packaged indulgence.”

David Skinner, marketing manager, James Skinner Baking

Co., Omaha, NE, says that trends aren’t coming to shelves as

quickly as they were before the pandemic—and that many

consumers may even see a trimming down of available

options in the in-store bakery [ISB] due to supply chain

issues.

Despite all of the challenges of the past couple of years,

one bright area Skinner noticed is that foot tra�c from less

traditional ISB demographics, namely older Gen Z and

younger millennials, increased signi�cantly.
Courtesy of Aspire Bakeries

“In the past, this consumer has shied away from ISB because of the large packaging sizes and perceived

quality of the products. These demographics have a di�erent approach to baked sweet goods—they’re not

looking for products that are adequate for everyone but perfect for someone. Because of this, you’re

noticing smaller pack sizes/counts and more premium and unique o�erings from the ISB,” he explains.

“Also, regarding the ingredients panel, the ISB a�ords more forgiveness from the consumer since it falls

into a more indulgent realm. By carving out market segments and generating consumer personas, we can

make products that are tailored to this underserved demographic,” Skinner adds.

He says that due to the pandemic, the James Skinner Baking Co. had to restructure a lot of its business in

the past two years to continue to work in this social and economic environment.

“We had to pivot some of our growth strategies and focus more on the ISB vs foodservice accounts. The

business has certainly changed over the past two years and continues to change at a rapid pace. So many

uncontrollable variables that are pillars of the business are in an uncertain area right now. Because of this,

our speed to market with new and innovative products has been lagging. While we continue to innovate in

our R&D center, it’s much more di�cult to get concepts to the store shelves,” he shares.

“In addition, our product portfolio has been trimmed due to the availability of certain unique ingredients

we use. Despite these challenges, we’re continuing to grow the company with our core products and look

forward to some degree of normalcy.”

Tina Lambert, vice president of innovation and growth, Hostess Brands, Lenexa, KS, says that to address

external and internal challenges over the past several years, Hostess has had to become more agile.

Courtesy of Hostess Brands

“During this time, we’ve worked to create a best-in class business model and clear strategy to sustain our

business momentum and capitalize on opportunities in the fast-growing snacking space. From an external

standpoint, our size and agility have helped us consistently overcome supply-chain challenges,” she

notes.

“In addition, we’ve been able to successfully leverage the increase in at-home snacking to grow our sales

and market share. We’re also investing more in innovation and marketing, which is helping to drive growth.

In fact, over the past three years, our new product sales have exceeded our target to have 15% of our

annual revenue come from new products launched in the past three years,” continues Lambert.

“We also have been able to successfully integrate Voortman Cookies’ better-for-you wafers business into

the Hostess Brands portfolio and in the process, have increased Voortman Cookies sales in the U.S. by

over 20% since our acquisition of the brand,” she says.[EAP1]

“At Hostess Brands, we are driving innovation in the sweet baked goods category. Our product innovation

contributed 27% to the Hostess brand’s growth and 12% to its category growth over the past year,” Lambert

�nishes.

LOOKING FORWARD

Anything pumpkin-�avored will continue to trend in 2022, with brands releasing autumn-themed pumpkin

sweet goods even earlier than in the past. For example, in August 2021, Dunkin’ released its pumpkin

donuts and Munchkins, and that same month, Entenmann’s also released its pumpkin collection.

Foodservice operators also continue to innovate to appeal to various consumer groups, such as Gen Z and

millennials. In September 2021, US Foods released new products catered to these two groups, including a

Chef’s Line Iced Pumpkin Swirl Loaf Cake and a Chef’s Line Salted Caramel Chocolate Brownie.

“We’re bringing fresh ideas to our operators that provide the labor savings and versatility they need today

with the innovation they’ll need moving forward as they cater to the next generation of diners,” said Stacey

Kinkaid, vice president, product development and innovation, US Foods.

 [EAP1]I know wafers are generally considered cookies not sweet goods, so feel free to take this paragraph

out.
Lambert says that Hostess has introduced new snacks to appeal to millennial parents and their families,

including Hostess Cr!spy Minis, which are crunchy, crispy, poppable snacks that feature two layers of

creamy �lling between crisp wafers. They come in a resealable stand-up pouch for on-the-go snacking

and sharing, and are available in three �avors: Mint Chocolate, Cookies and Crème, and Strawberries and

Crème.

The brand has also introduced on-the-go snacks for consumers who frequent convenience stores,

including Hostess Boost Jumbo Donettes, which contain slightly less ca�eine (50-70 milligrams) than one

cup of co�ee, and are available in two �avors, Chocolate Mocha and Caramel Macchiato. The Jumbo

Donettes are three times bigger than original Hostess Donettes mini doughnuts, and are ca�einated with

co�ee bean extract.

In addition, the brand released its Devil’s Food Cake Jumbo Honey bun, which is glazed and made with

real cocoa.

“This fall, we are introducing our biggest innovation of the year, Hostess Bouncers, which are poppable,

bite-sized versions of popular Hostess snacks and are a perfect lunchbox snack. They come in three

varieties, including Cinnamon Donettes,” Lambert shares.

Skinner says that although the James Skinner Co. hasn’t had a new product in its branded line, it has

developed a great number of new products while partnering with its private label customers.

“Unfortunately, I’m not privy to say which items we developed, but I can share that many of them involve

chocolate in multiple forms,” he reveals. “Once this challenging environment shakes out a bit, we’re going

full force in experimenting with baked sweet goods that use a lot of chocolate.”

Prociv says that in January 2022, Otis Spunkmeyer launched a multi-serve, 8” chocolate chip “pizza

cookie” for the foodservice industry.

“This concept was an extension of a similar item we sell to pizza chains, which has been very successful

especially as people have been ordering more takeout and delivery than ever before. Now, foodservice

establishments can o�er the Otis Spunkmeyer cookie brand in a new format on their dessert menu,” she

notes. “We recommend it warmed up and topped with ice cream for an indulgent sharing experience.”

SF&WB
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Alternative ingredients and �avor

combinations

Healthy and convenient options

remain king

Consumers want gluten-free and

grain-free options

HEALTHY AND FLAVORFUL

Di�erent eating occasions, better-for-you ingredients, greater variety

of �avors among appeals.

Ed Finkel, Contributing Writer

The tortilla category largely �atlined during the past year,

with some variation by type or brand of shell, as the world

began to reopen after the worst of the pandemic and fewer

consumers worked at home. Consumers have shown interest

in healthier ingredients, a wider set of �avor options, and

products aimed at cuisines and day-parts other than Mexican

and dinner, respectively. Tortilla makers predict those trends

will continue.

TORTILLAS

STATE OF THE

INDUSTRY

SPONSORED BY

MARKET DATA
The largest market category containing tortillas, hard/soft tortilla/taco kits, declined in sales by 0.4% to

$3.25 billion for the 52 weeks ending March 20, according to multi-outlet data from IRI, Chicago. The

Mission brand dominated the category with $1.28 billion sales, up 3.7%, for 39.4% market share overall.

Other top-selling brands included Guerrero, $414.8 million, up 0.6%; Old El Paso, $406.0 million, up 3.5%;

and La Banderita, $296.1 million, up 0.5%. Private label saw sales of $196.0 million, down 6.5%.

The considerably smaller refrigerated tortilla/egg

roll/wonton wrap category experienced an 8.5% rise in

sales to $185.1 million for that same time period, IRI data

showed. Tortilla Land was by far the largest seller, at $51.3

million, up 15.4%, with 41% market share; followed by Siete,

$18.6 million, up 28.5%; and Azteca, $10.5 million, down

17.1%. Lastly, the center store wraps subcategory saw sales

of $92.9 million, up 4.5%, led by Gruma S A, $51.3 million, up

10.0%; and Tumaros Inc., $28.0 million, up 0.2%.

Courtesy of General Mills

LOOKING BACK
The tortilla category has gained like most food and

beverage categories at retail due to the increase in at-

home eating occasions during the pandemic, with 84% of

U.S. households purchasing a tortilla item during the past

year, according to Julie Gould, director of brand marketing

for Ortega, owned by B&G Foods, Parsippany-Troy Hills,

New Jersey.

“Consumption of tortillas has skyrocketed” since the

pandemic began, she says. “As consumers are eating more

meals at home, it’s de�nitely bene�ted the category. And

our consumers have become increasingly younger, with

Gen Z and millennials entering the category. … We’re always

trying to listen to the consumer and see where they’re

looking to grow, not only in base items but also where they

want to bring the category next.”

Ortega has noticed an upsurge in consumer interest in

alternative tortilla ingredients and �avor combinations,

Gould says. “Companies are looking to alternative �ours as

another way to innovate within the category,” she says.

“Tortillas transcend eating occasions—you have breakfast

burritos, for example, and consumers are �nding creative

ways to use them throughout multiple recipes.”
Courtesy of B&G Foods

Another trend in the category has been the rise of mini-taco shells,

alongside an overall “mini-food” trend that incorporates a variety of

day-parts, Gould says. “Any way we can work in a new experience for

the consumer; we’re trying to �nd fun, new ways to make meals

exciting,” she says. “Mini taco shells feed into that. That opens up

other eating occasions like appetizers, hors d’oeuvres, and snacks.

We’re seeing a lot of the category move to that customization at

mealtime.”

Gould also has noticed an uptick in the variety of sauces as well as

growing interest in street tacos. “That’s another way for customers to

customize,” she says. “They’ll take it from there and make it their own.

Street taco sauces are our way of expanding the taco sauce segment,

with a focus to bring authentic �avors from street taco trucks to

consumers,” with a line of three, each designed to work with a

di�erent protein: Asada, with three chile and garlic; Mojo, chile and

lime; and Tinga, chipotle, tomato, and jalapeno.

Courtesy of MegaMix Foods

“Tortilla sales continue to remain
strong due to shifts from the

pandemic, with consumers eating
more at home, demanding healthier

alternatives and more convenient
options.”

— Alissa Bessett, brand manager at UNFI

The expansion of low-carb-positioned items to align with consumer dietary trends, and new product

o�erings with other health claims—like low calories, high-�ber, no added sugar, gluten-free and

vegan/plant-based—are among the trends that have crossed the radar screen of Alissa Bessett, brand

manager at UNFI, Providence, Rhode Island, which produces the Tumaro’s private-label brand.

“Retail o�erings are expanding in both center store and perimeter to align with consumer needs for us

across a wide variety of recipes, due to tortillas being one of the most versatile pantry staples,” she says.

“Mexican-based cuisines are also driving growth and popularity, with items including breakfast burritos

and tacos. … Tortilla sales continue to remain strong due to shifts from the pandemic, with consumers

eating more at home, demanding healthier alternatives and more convenient options.”

Crepini Egg Wraps ALDI L’oven Fresh Keto Tortillas
Food for Life Ezekiel 4:9 Sprouted

Flourless Flax Tortillas

Embedded code will run in preview and on published site
If you want more coding flexibility, we recommend using a coded element created in the Code Editor.

Source: IRI Market Advantage, Integrated Fresh,  Total U.S. - Multi Outlet w/ C-Store (Grocery, Drug, Mass

Market, Convenience, Military and Select Club & Dollar Retailers), 52 Weeks Ending 03-20-22

The Tumaro’s brand has gained awareness and momentum due to consumers’ shift toward better-for-you

alternatives, such as Weight Watchers and Keto. Social media also has helped to fuel brand growth “with

our robust network of highly engaged, diet-conscious consumers who are constantly sharing how our

products �t their diet goals, and the versatility of our products through recipe inspiration,” Bessett says.

Foodservice sales are “still in a state of recovery” from the pandemic’s impact on restaurants, catering and

prepared foods in-store, she adds.

Tumaro’s has recently introduced two new products in its 8-inch wrap line, both of which are carb-friendly,

keto-friendly, provide a good source of �ber, and have no added sugar, “aligning with the key nutritionals

consumers are looking for,” Bessett says. The Everything Bagel wrap has 60 calories, �ve net carbs, eight

grams of �ber and six grams of protein; while the Classic Sourdough wrap has 60 calories, �ve net carbs,

seven grams of �ber, and four grams of protein, she says.

Another new product recently released in the category is the Hilltop Hearth Cilantro Chickpea Wrap from

US Foods, Rosemont, Illinois. The 12-inch wrap, made with garbanzo bean �our and seasoned with green

onion and cilantro, provides 12 grams of protein, a good source of �ber, and a vegan o�ering from those

seeking one, the company says.

Courtesy of Mission Foods

LOOKING FORWARD
Going forward, Ortega plans to keep raising the bar in the tortilla category by o�ering more well-loved

�avors, Gould says. The brand planned to roll out two new taco seasoning �avors this spring: ranch, and

cheesy taco, she says. “Both are bold �avors, on-trend with consumers, and will allow consumers to add

more �avors to tacos, and proteins in general. Seasoning packets are a great way to boost the �avor of a

variety of recipes.”

Based on the brand’s social listening, the tortilla category is likely to continue to grow steadily and

probably outpace other carb segments, Gould says. “It’s so �exible; it can work in a variety of uses,” she

says. “While consumers will go back to their o�ces a little bit, the new hybrid world will enable at-home

consumption of meals and enable growth of categories like tortillas.”

Tumaro’s does not have any new products it plans to release in the coming months, although it’s

considering several possibilities, Bessette says. But the brand expects the tortilla category to continue to

do well as consumers shift to more out-of-home activities “due to the convenience and ability to align

with a fast-moving lifestyle,” she says. “They are easy to prepare, can be used in a wide variety of recipes,

and make a quick and convenient meal solution for a hybrid work lifestyle.”

As consumers return to restaurants, social gatherings, and holiday celebrations with family and friends,

foodservice sales will pick up as well, although not as quickly as those of retail, Bessette predicts.

“Consumers will continue to seek more low-carb options that span across carb-heavy categories as there

is continued focus on health and wellness,” she says. “We expect the category to continue evolving by

introducing new innovative �avors, including both nostalgic and globally inspired; integrating unique

inclusions that help drive health and wellness attributes; and the expansion of gluten-free and grain-free

options.” SF&WB
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BUYER'S GUIDE

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIPS

Buyer's Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our buyers guide.  For the complete list of companies and products,

go to www.snackandbakery.com/buyersguide
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